Notes for researchers

Donald McLean’s life around Adelaide
1838 to 1841
Version 2 – December 2017
www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com
This is one of a series of 38 sets of research notes which should be read in conjunction with each other. Look at ‘#01 -Setting
the Scene’ which is located in Small Print on the left of the homepage. #01 has a brief description of each of the 38 articles
so this is a good way of gathering an overview of how we have been researching our McLeans. Importantly, #01 also provides
background information and explains concepts which arise throughout these articles.
Other research notes which are of particular relevance to the McLeans’ time in Adelaide:• #26 – ‘Migration of the McLean family on the ‘Navarino’
• #28 – ‘The first wheat grown in South Australia’
• #29 – ‘Donald’s life around Strathalbyn’
..ooOOoo..

Summary
Purpose and highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

The McLeans arrived in South Australia in December 1837.
These were the earliest times in the new colony - 17 months after the first settlers arrived, and 12 months after
Adelaide was decided as a settlement.
In June 1838, they were allocated 1 town acre in Hindley Street and 80 country acres in Hilton, west of the town.
The properties were 3 kms apart.
They grew the first wheat crop in the colony – 20 acres on their Hilton farm.
Donald built a house at Hilton.
The family were in Adelaide for three or four years. During this time the colony was rapidly growing around them.
..ooOOoo..

Starting life in the new colony
What had already happened before the McLeans arrived in December 1837?
• Most of the following is from www.pioneerssa.org.au/early_sa_history.htm
• In 1834 the South Australian Colonisation Act (4 & 5 William IV. Cap 95) was assented to.
• In 1835 a board of commissioners was appointed to control land sales, revenue and the flow of emigrants.
• In July 1836, the first of a stream of emigrants arrived.
• The first groups of emigrants initially stayed on Kangaroo Island because of the moorings at Nepean Bay and the
island was more habitable. No decision had yet been made about where the mainland settlement should be
established.
• Colonel William Light, Surveyor General, arrived on the Rapid in August 1836 and began searching the mainland
coast for a suitable harbor and a location for a permanent settlement.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holdfast Bay was named by Light. In his journal he expressed his pleasure at the quality of the anchorage after
riding out a storm.
In November, Light favoured a port at Adelaide River which was a small safe harbor. It was adjacent to fertile plains,
with the Lofty Ranges for water.
Adelaide is about 130 kms from Nepean Bay.
In November, Robert Gouger, Colonial Secretary and Chief Magistrate, arrived aboard the Africaine and set up
camp near The Old Gum Tree at Holdfast Bay.
The first governor, John Hindmarsh arrived in December on the Buffalo.
The town of Adelaide was named, and the province was proclaimed on behalf of William IV on 28th December 1836.
The settlement at Holdfast Bay was named Glenelg. It became the first seat of government of South Australia - for
a few months until the next March.
By the end of 1836, about 9 passenger ships had arrived and there were 546 Europeans in the colony. There were
about 12,000 aboriginals.
In early 1837, Light surveyed twenty-nine sections at Port Adelaide
By March 1837, Light had surveyed the town and laid out its 1042 town acres (422 ha) on either side of the River
Torrens. This enabled the first allotment of land in March.
The first session of the Supreme Court of South Australia was held in May 1837.
Naming of streets and squares of Light's plan commenced by May.
The first newspaper (Gazette and Register) was printed in June.
Public hospital on North Terrace was opened.
Light continued surveying despite inadequate staff and equipment – and disagreements with Hindmarsh. He
surveyed 60,000 acres (24,281 ha) of country areas by December 1837. The McLeans arrived, just as this huge task
was being completed.

Disembarking
• The ‘Navarino’ initially arrived at Nepean Bay, Kangaroo Island, on 30 November 1837 to drop off a few passengers
and then finally to Holdfast Bay on 6th December 1837.
• It was a beach landing because there were no jetties or wharves at that stage. The passengers were carried ashore
by sailors.
• It is thought that they spent their first nights under an old canvass sail, possibly in the sand hills at Holdfast Bay
(BRB p9). This location had become known as Glenelg.
• Over the next few months, they might have stayed at Glenelg or maybe somewhere in Adelaide. These were
temporary arrangements because they did not know where their own properties would be because these had not
yet been allocated.
Family arrangements
• Ages: The McLean family group of parents and 10 children arrived safely, and apparently in good health after their
102 day journey. At the time of migration, Donald was 58 years and Christina was 45 years. Their children were
Allan 26 years, Hugh 23, John 19, Mary 18, Archibald 16, Ann 14, Rachel 12, Margaret 10, Jane 7 and Hugh the
younger 1 year. So, Donald bring quite elderly, would have been looking to his four adult sons to do the heavy work
and Christina was looking to the four older girls to share family chores as were the differential roles of men and
women at that time.
• School: A month or so after the McLeans arrived, in early 1838, a school was started in a wooden building in the
parklands opposite Trinity Church on the corner of North Terrace and Morphet Street. There were 83 children
enrolled. There would have been several hundred school age children in the colony at that time. It is known
whether or not Rachel, Margaret Jane attended – or indeed we don’t know whether they had any previous
schooling when they were living in Duisky, lest of all on the ship coming out. If they attended, they would have
been learning the alphabet, spelling/reading words of two letters, or two or three syllables, and so on. Some were
taught to write on paper, but most used slate. (News, Adelaide, 11 June 1936). There are no indications of this
school on Kingston’s map of the area in 1842 [research: Have a closer look in clearer copy of Kingston map].
However Herbert & Stark listed a Manning on lot 8 nearby – this could have been used as a school – we do not
know.
• Accommodation:
 Size: It would have taken quite a lot to shelter such a large family – 7 adults and 5 children. And they
might have had to share with other families, at least for a while.
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Type: Maybe it was a tent or a tarpaulin covering a framework - or something a little better?
Location: At Glenelg, or the emigrant location camp or somewhere within the town area.
Temporary: There were probably several changes in these arrangements throughout 6 months or more
until their own house was completed on their own land.

What they did first
• On the ship, Donald and the boys had plenty of time to imagine what it would be like in the colony and what they
would be doing. They did not know what would grow best in this new land, but they probably thought they could
try to do the things which had worked well in Duisky – cattle, sheep, oats and barley. They had heard stories about
how desperate the settlers were for basic food. They had heard that there were not many sheep or cattle in the
colony – and these are slow work before they are right for slaughtering - so quick growing vegetables would be a
good start – especially potatoes.
• During the long journey they would have often talked about what they should do as soon as they arrived. They had
discussed what supplies they would need. They had their plough and perhaps a pick and hoe in the ship’s cargo,
but what else would they need? They had to have some seed for oats or barley, and most importantly, a horse or
bullock to pull the plough.
• As soon as they disembarked from the Navarino, they would have a quick look around to see what was available.
If the colony did not have what they needed, they would have to wait for supplies to come with the next ships from
England. Or maybe from the other colonies. Not much hope from the Swan River or Morton Bay. They would find
out about supplies from Port Jackson or overland from Port Phillip – but these colonies were all struggling and might
not have extra supplies. And anyway, it would take so long to order what they wanted. Donald had 800?? pounds
so money wasn’t the problem – but how could they get hold of the equipment they needed to get started?
• They were confronted with reality. In the months before leaving the home country, they had heard so many stories
about how wonderful life will be in the new country. Now the tedious time on the ship and their first days in Glenelg
revealed how difficult things will be. The first big shock, was that the land they had paid for was not available –
surveying and the necessary paper will still take months. And they were shocked that it was so difficult to get hold
of even basic items.
• A solution to this dilemma suddenly arose in their first few days in the colony. They heard that Captain Warming
was intending to sail the Navarino on to Hobart Town – leaving on 6th January. Donald had no intention of stepping
foot on the ship again after just 4 weeks on dry land – so he decided to send Allan and Hugh. They heard that
Hobart Town was better supplied than the other colonies and it would be handy to go and select the items
themselves rather than ordering it all through someone else.
What was Adelaide like in December 1837?
• The McLeans arrived just 17 months after the first group of immigrants and just 12 months after Adelaide had
been decided as the site for the settlement.
• Population:
 There were about 9 passenger ships in 1836
 In December 1836, the population was estimated to be 546 settlers and 12,000 aboriginals.
 There were about 20?? passenger ships in 1837 – the ‘Navarino’ being one of the last for that year.
 When the McLeans arrived the population was over 3000 settlers (excluding aborigines)
 In the McLean’s first year, the population grew to 6,000 by December 1838. It was 10,300 in December
1839 and 15,440 in January 1841. So, in just 5 years, the aboriginal population had been surpassed
• Conditions
 Trevor: “It is certainly difficult to imagine the conditions in those early days. From accounts I have read,
food was extremely expensive, bearing in mind that it wasn’t being produced in South Australia, and much
of it was brought in from Sydney, or indeed, overseas. For a simple commodity like flour, they were paying
100 pounds a ton” (Trevor pxx).
• Roads:
 In the earliest days, there must have been some kind of track for the 10 kms between Glenelg to Adelaide
 First road – the 14kms between the port and the town was started in May 1839 and completed by
October 1840
 Trevor: “Winter time in Adelaide streets was apparently a quagmire”. (Trevor p XX0).
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Land
•

•

Purchasing
 Before leaving for Australia, Donald had pre-purchased 80 acres near Adelaide and one acre in the CBD.
 “Donald McLean had purchased Land Order No. 454 for £1,000 prior to leaving England, which entitled
him to one section of 80 acres on arrival” (BRB p6, 8 & 10).
Waiting & acquiring
 The first tranche of land became available in March 1836, nine months before Donald arrived in the colony.
And he had to wait six months after he had disembarked for the next tranche to become available.
 “As this land had not been surveyed he had to wait until the 6/6/1838 land meeting was held for 80 acre
sections at Adelaide” (ref: Mortlock).
 Donald was with a group of about 30 who were anxiously waiting for the next release which took place on
6th June 1838. Presumably each person drew a ballot which determined who had next choice. Donald had
to wait for eleven ahead of him. We wonder whether he already had in mind which lots would most suit
him and maybe he was hoping that someone else didn’t get it before him.
 Donald and the boys might have had a look over various options before-hand. What would have they
been looking for? Water access – maybe a soak, creek or pool. Not too rocky or hills. Some good trees,
but not too difficult to clear for a section for cropping. What sort of soil? The terrain was so different
from what he was used to – the fertile strip along the shores of Loch Eil, with areas of peet, and the
heathery slopes.
 He would have been able to take possession of the land soon after the meeting on 6th June. There would
have been a great excitement when the family walked over their new property for the first time as they
thought about choosing what areas would be best for cropping and for building a house.

The first wheat crop
•

See separate notes - #28 – ‘The first wheat grown in South Australia’

House
•

•

Other houses
 There were no substantial houses in South Australia in 1837 and 1838. The first home to be occupied was
a small cottage in Pennington Terrace, North Adelaide – this was in mid-1839
(http://governor.sa.gov.au/node/21).
 Even Governor Hindmarsh was living in a basic accommodation. “It is claimed that Donald had the first
solid construction house - even before the Governor had one” (Trevor pxx). “There were no houses in South
Australia at the time and Governor Hindmarsh was living in a reed hut on the banks of the River Torrens,
Adelaide” (ref: Mortlock notes, BRB p10). Hindmarsh wrote in May 1837: "I have but one end of my mud
hut finished and all my family lay on the floor of one room while two smaller ones serve for Mrs. H., myself
and a female servant”. “The first Government House, the ‘Government Hut’ was constructed of timber
slabs, wattle and daub, a thatched roof, calico ceiling, and external stone chimneys. It is believed to have
been on a site between the present railway station and the River Torrens. …. When Lieutenant Colonel
George Gawler replaced Hindmarsh in 1838, he abandoned plans for a permanent house of timber and
gave directions for the erection of a new building of masonry. …. It was completed and occupied in May
1840, and was destroyed by fire in 1841. Government House is thus probably the second oldest
continuously occupied house in the State, after a small cottage in Pennington Terrace, North Adelaide,
which was first occupied in mid-1839” (ref: http://governor.sa.gov.au/node/21)
 Donald Henry McLean said that “Old Mr McLean often paid informal calls upon His Excellency” (ref: The
Register, 26th May 1923, page 15) (Governor Hindmarsh was recalled in July 1838 and Gawler came in Oct
1838 to May 1841)
When
 Donald would have got on to building a house soon after taking possession of his 80 acres in June 1838 –
the family might have been able to live in it from late 1838 or early 1839.
 No doubt, Donald was among the earliest builders but it is surprising that it has been claimed that he was
the very first one.
 Accommodation was a priority when the location of the town was decided at the end of 1836
at a time when there were about 500 people. There would have been structures soon after
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the first tranche of land was allocated in March 1837 when there were many more people
arriving all the time - about 3500 people were in the colony by the end of 1837.
Herbert & Stark found that there were quite a number of Manning houses built in 1837.
There were at least two by April - town acre 9 in North Tce (CB Howard & Col Chapman) and
North Tce on site of present Railway Station (John Barton Hack). And several more later in
1837, including town acre 257 in Franklin St (John Brown) and Strangeways Tce (Robert
Gouger) – see Manning houses, below.
So, there MUST have been quite a lot of houses (even if some were rudimentary) by mid1838 when Donald acquired his land - and certainly before mid-1839 when it was said (see
above) that the Pennington cottage was first occupied.

•

Where
 They could have built the family home on the town acre in Hindley Street rather than on the farm at Hilton,
but it would have been most practical to live on the farm land they were working. The properties were 3
kms apart.
 We do not know exactly where, within the 80 acres, Donald built his house nor what areas they cleared
for their crops. It would have been interesting to know how this would have related to the present-day
structures.
• Type
 In the six months of waiting for the allocation of their land, Donald and his family would have considered
different methods of construction. They would have seen what was already being built by others around
Adelaide. They would have been influenced by whatever they found good or bad about the temporary
accommodation they were using while they were waiting. They would have been thinking of the kind of
constructions they were familiar with back in Scotland and Donald would have been wondering if he could
build a dwelling house like the one he had built in Duisky some years before. The availability of various
materials in the colony at the time would have reduced the building options.
 We have four pieces of information specifically about Donald’s house – (1) the sketch, (2) & (3) constructed
with pise or wattle & daub, and (4) the remains in 1922. Comments on each of these are as follows:(1) Sketch
• John Gladwell, of Gepp’s Cross, has the original of a sketch of Donald’s house in Hilton. He has the original because
his mother, Dorothy Isabel Gladwell (nee Arthur), probably inherited it from her mother, Alice Maude Arthur (nee
Nutt), granddaughter of Allan McLean.
• There is a copy in the Mortlock Library which was contributed by Donald Henry in 1922.
• There is also a photo of the sketch in the research room at the Strathalbyn Museum. It was presented by members
of the John McLean family. The presenters were John's son, Edwin J. and two youngest daughters, the Misses
Elizabeth and Florence McLean and given to the late Town Clerk, Mr H. J. Stowe who was collecting memorabilia of
pioneer families of Strathalbyn.
• We accept the authenticity of the sketch, but there are questions about it:• Who was the artist?
• When was it drawn?
• Why was it drawn? The fact that it was drawn and then preserved by the family indicates that the building was
substantial and was significant to the family.
• How did Donald Henry McLean make a copy? Someone must have photographed it. But why didn’t he leave the
original with the library?
• How well is the original being cared for? John Gladwell has arranged for UV protective glass which will ensure long
life and minimal fading.
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(2) Pise
• Pise is rammed earth.
• Donald’s dwelling house was described as a pise construction in The South Australian Register (Adelaide), Saturday
12 June 1841, p 4
• [research: Images of pise structures and techniques used in Adelaide at that time]
(3) Wattle & daub
• Donald Henry McLean described Donald’s house as a wattle and daub home (The Register on 26th May 1923 p 15).

Example of a wattle & daub structure
Other methods
• There were other possible building methods which have not been mentioned in relation to Donald:• Pug & pole: These are pines rendered with clay. Apparently, this method was not used around Adelaide at this
time, but was common a few years later in the Flinders Ranges where Calitiis pines were native to that area.
• Lath and plaster:
• Brick and stone: There were two brick cottages in 1846 (per Donald’s will) on Donald’s town acre 57. Did Donald
arrange for these to be built – or someone else? Who lived in them? John inherited them after Donald died in
1855 but did he ever live there?
• Wooden: This includes constructions of local timbers as well as those which were imported such as Manning and
Thompson pre-fabs. See the discussion about Manning houses, below.
(4) Remains
• Donald Henry McLean said that “The remains of the homestead still [1922] stand near Hilton" (BRB p11).
• Unfortunately, we do not know how much of the remains were there in 1922. Nor do we know in which year the
last of it was removed. This is a pity because it would have given useful clues to the method of construction and
also show exactly where it had been located within the 80 acres.
Manning prefab
• We do not have any direct evidence that Donald’s house was a Manning, but we can speculate.
• Why does it matter whether or not it was a Manning house? If it was a Manning house we would be able to
understand more fully what the family’s living circumstances were like because we can visit existing examples of
this kind of house (eg the Society of Friends at xxxx address)
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•

•

•

What were they?
 “The Manning house is a type of the prefabricated (or ‘portable’, as it was then termed) wooden dwelling,
as manufactured for a period of some years during the 19 th Century by John (and later Henry) Manning, of
High Holburn, a London firm of carpenters and builders. The houses are generally simple cottages assembled
from a series of standardized primary elements – wall panels, doors, windows, posts, plates - designed firstly
for ease of transportation, and then for ease of erection as well as relocation….. Most of Manning’s products
were dwellings, ranging in extent from one to six rooms” (Herbert & Stark).
 The Manning houses came complete, with instructions. The kits included everything - joists, floors,
framework, wall panels, doors, glazed windows, locks, painted inside and out. The Quaker Meeting House
consisted of 69 packing case with wooden framework, a verandah, iron pillars and 3300 Welsh slates for
the roof.
 Apart from Manning, other firms such as Thompson, also supplied prefabs (but reputed to be not as good
as Manning) – so Donald might have acquired one of these other ones – we do not know.
 There were more than 100 Mannings in the first few years of the colony but suddenly this ceased after 1840
because local brick and stone became more practical.
How
 Donald might have bought a kit out with him on the ‘Navarino’ (but are there any indications of this on the
ship’s manifest?). Some kits might have been available for purchase within Adelaide. Or, more likely, it
might have come out on a subsequent ship – in which case, Donald might have pre-arranged this before
leaving London. There are indications that some other settlers had made pre-arrangements because the
first Mannings were there as early as April 1837. But if he decided to do this after he arrived, it would have
taken about a year for this to occur - for his request to reach London, make the payment and for the kit to
be shipped to Adelaide. If this was case, he must have erected an interim house on the 80 acres while all
this was being arranged. Imagine the excitement when it arrived.
Why Donald might have erected a Manning Refab: Motive: It was a good practical method in those circumstances. The Mannings were complete, with
everything, at a time when most materials were in short supply in Adelaide.
 Awareness: It was advertised in the South Australian Record, 3, p1 on 27th Nov 1837 (and at other times) –
this was just a few weeks before Donald arrived in the colony. Donald would have been aware of others
who were assembling Mannings. For example, around the corner from Donald’s town acre, a Manning
house was placed on lot 8 at the corner of Morphet Street and North Terrace. It is not known whether or
not there were any near Donald’s 80 acres. This kind of activity would have created much interest within
the small community. There would have been quite a lot of talk about the pros and cons of this option.
 Finances: The kits cost upwards from 15 pounds and Donald had enough cash for this.
 Sketch: Is the sketch consistent with the idea? Compare the following images to decide. The most obvious
differences are the flat roof and wall paneling. Maybe the roof was tarpaulin sheeting rather than the roof
structure which would have come with the kit. And maybe the Manning upright frames were used but the
walls were pise or wattle & daub rather than the panels which would usually come with the kit.

o

Loudon – appendix D
•

Why it might not be a Manning prefab
 Herbert: In 1979, Herbert went to great lengths to identify every Manning prefab in South Australia. “The
inventory is a preliminary listing of all Manning houses (and other structures) known or reputed to have
existed in South Australia or to have been ordered by English emigrants bound for South Australia. …. Our
records, all of them partial, indicate over 70 examples of Manning houses and other buildings once existing
in South Australia. We conservatively estimate the real total to have been at least 50% higher than this,
with many unrevealed Manning houses concealed within the anonymous term ‘wooden buildings’ of the
maps surveys and assessments” (Herbert & Stark). Donald is not listed but it is possible that he was one
about 40 which could not be specifically identified in that study.
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•

Donald Henry McLean: When interviewed by The Register on 26th May 1923 (p 15), Donald Henry had “a
reproduction of a painting of his grandfather’s wattle and daub home in Hilton in the forties”. As the
remains of the house were still standing in the 1920s, Donald Henry probably had seen the actual house,
so why wouldn’t he describe it as a Manning? Well, maybe the name Manning have long been forgotten in
general parlance after its flurry eight decades previously. But why didn’t he describe it as a wooden house
– unless it really was a wattle & daub. But then again, why call it a wattle and daub when the contemporary
record had called it pise? Would the differences between the wooden Vs w&b Vs pise be obvious enough
for Donald Henry to bother to make the distinction? He might have been mistaken in how he viewed the
remains in 1922.
 Sketch: Is the sketch consistent with the idea? Why wouldn’t the kit materials have been used on the roof
and wall panels?
References
 Gilbert HERBERT & Paul STARK – “Manning Houses: Their Provenance and Extent in South Australia, A
Preliminary Inventory”, University of Melbourne, 1979 – Working Paper #4 and Supplementary Material accessible at the Stathalbyn museum (not yet)
 Gilbert Herbert (ref: Historic Environment -, Vol 4, No 1, 1984, pp 19-26) – access ????
 Miles Lewis compiled a power point presentation, ‘Prefabrication in Australasia’ – ABPL 90019 Australian
Building Analysis, University of Melbourne - accessible via google
Research :
 Rate books
 GS Kingston map – showing the nature and extent, approximate size and shape and principle material of
construction (brick/stone, wood or pise/lath/plaster) & verandahs, of every building in the city in January
1842
 SAILIS

Other events during the McLeans’ first few years
Population:
• Passenger arrivals have been given as 546 in 1836, 3154 in 1838, 477 in 1839, 2992 in 1840, 774 in 1841. This totals
7,943.
• Total population are given as 546 in 1836 (plus 12,000 aboriginals but not mentioned in other counts), 6,000 in
1838, 14,600 in 1839 or 15,485 in 1840 and xxxx in 1841.
• Clearly, just counting passengers/emigrants from England does not give the whole picture because total population
is also affected by births and deaths in the colony, people coming overland from Port Jackson and Port Phillip, or
passengers for the other colonies and well as people leaving South Australia. However, all these factors do not
seem sufficient to account for the disparity. [research: Check all this carefully]
Most of the following is from www.pioneerssa.org.au/early_sa_history.htm
1838
•

•

•

For the McLeans, the big events of the year were
 They arrived at the end of 1837
 Acquired their two properties – town acre 57 in Hindley Street and lot 50 in Hilton
 Started working the farm – clearing, planting and harvesting the wheat crop.
 Building a house
 In the meantime, the colony was growing around them.
Goverance:
 In June, the police force was formed to replace the marines
 Governor Hindmarsh was recalled in July
 Governor Gawler came in Oct
Farming
 Land sales for the year totaled 47,932 acres at £1 per acre
 86 acres were cultivated – including 20 acres of wheat (ie the McLean’s crop)
 Total livestock approximately 480 horses, 2,500 cattle and 28,000 sheep
 First wool export of 4 bales to England in May
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1839
•

•

•

•

Population
 3,154 migrants departed from England during 1838
 Recorded 83 births, 67 deaths and 75 marriages
 Population estimated at 6,000 – December [research: Check this]
The McLeans
 Wheat - It is assumed that they grew another wheat crop in 1839 (there were 120 acres in the whole
colony
 Other crops – they might have planted other crops such as potatoes
 They would have finished building their house – but they had probably already completed it by the end of
the previous year.
Population
 Police visited each house to collect the 'Population Returns' in January.
 Recorded immigration was 477 persons during 1839

Farming
 Agricultural Society established in October
 443 acres cultivated in the colony, including 120 acres of wheat
 Maybe the McLean were fortunate to have a successful wheat crop in late 1938 because there was drought
in Tasmania (but not in SA) in early 1939. The South Australian ‘Gazette’ dated April 16th 1839: reprinted
from the Launceston, Tasmania ‘Advertiser‘. The drought - “The drought still continues and the Colonists
have before them every prospect of a famine - crops failed, on every side of the road bullocks have perished
for want of sustenance. “The settlers of Argyle (Tas.) are harrowing in their wheat on the stubbles without
any ploughing. The ground is like iron, as the Heavens are like brass. The ancient curse of Moses on the
Jews when they should lapse into idolatry, has overtaken NSW and we fear South Australia.“ However, the
S.A. ‘Gazette’ Editor wrote:- "We have suffered though in an exceedingly partial degree from the drought
during the past season. It has, however only been felt during the last three months - the "dry season" under
any circumstances; and after the ordinary harvesting time. The samples of wheat, barley and oats ripened
this season have all been excellent of their kind. Maize only has in some measure failed in consequence of
the want of December rains" (supplied by the Mortlock Library).
Other
 Branch of the Bank of Australasia established in January
 Construction of the first road in the colony linking the new site of Port Adelaide to Adelaide commenced
in May
 The clock of Holy Trinity church was the only the public time piece
 Edward John Eyre had arrived overland from Sydney with cattle and sheep

1840
●

●

●

●

McLeans
 The coastal shipping lists in the Hodge Index at Mortlock Library, Adelaide, show Allan and D. McLean
returning by the "Miniver' from Launceston, Tasmania, on 15/11/1840 and was certainly a second trip –
possibly to buy supplies for setting up in Strathalbyn. The first trip was in January 1838.
Other
 Edward John Eyre commenced overland journey to Western Australia
 Total debt chargeable on the revenue of the colony reaches £305,328 2s 7d - May
 New Port Adelaide opened by Governor Gawler coinciding with the opening of the new road to the port
- October
 First wharf named McLaren Wharf for David McLaren, South Australian Company Manager
Governance
 Municipality of Adelaide was incorporated being the first in Australia (the Council went bankrupt in
1843)
 First Council election was held with James Hurtle Fisher elected Mayor - October
 Settlement at Noarlunga laid out
Farming
 Land sales reached 299,072 acres
 2,503 acres cultivated including 1,059 acres of wheat
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1841
•

•

•

•

•

•

Population
 Immigration was 2,992 persons
 Population estimate - 14,600 persons
McLeans
 The following is from the official returns for cultivated county sections, reported in the South Australian
Register, 12th June 1841, p 4.
 Cropping: They had 14 acres of wheat (sown in March – a very fair crop, slightly smutted), 4 of barley (sown
in April - a very good crop, 1 of oats (cut green for feed) and 1 of potatoes (planted in April – proved a
failure)
 Water: A well, forty feet deep, including six feet of water.
 Fencing: Twenty acres – with posts, two rails, and narrow paling. And stockyard
 Dwelling house of pise
 Comments:
 The McLeans’ wheat crop was disappointing, - very fair and slightly smutted. And they had planted
a smaller acreage of wheat than they did in 1838 (we have no record of how much they planted in
1839 and 1840.) This reduction was at a time when others were planting wheat more than 4 times
the acreage compared to the previous year.
 The fencing and cutting the green oats indicates that they have some stock – probably sheep,
although this is not mentioned.
 They were still there, planting crops in April 1841. Maybe they moved to Strathalbyn soon after
that.
Population
 Immigration recorded was 776 persons.
 Population at 01 January - 15,485 persons
Other
 The first mine in South Australia, Wheal Gawler at Glen Osmond, commenced producing silver-lead ore.
 First Savings Bank established - 6 March
 Road tolls imposed on carriages and stock at Glen Osmond
Governance
 Governor Gawler was recalled in May
 Third Governor of South Australia, George Grey commenced in May
Farming
 500,000 acres of land surveyed by mid-year
 Shipment from Cape Town of 57,200 vine cuttings and a “choice variety of fruit trees” in October
 4,721 acres cultivated for wheat, 1,000 acres for barley and 1,000 for oats
Economy
 Public expenditure cut, resulting in considerable unemployment
 Nearly 2,000 destitute persons on government support in December
 Economic depression leads to the suspension of assisted migration

What happened to country lot 50 at Hilton after the McLeans left?
•
•

•

•

How was the building site and other parts of the 80 acres divided and owned, over the years?
Evidently Donald still owned it at the time of his death because section 50 is mentioned in his will which he signed
in 1846, and mention of lot 50 was not withdrawn in any of the codicils before he died in 1855. The will specified
that the executors were to take possession of section 50 (as well as allotment 9 of town acre 57, see below) to be
held in trust with all the interests accruing from all sources to be paid to Christina during her widowhood and for
the maintenance of Hugh the younger until he was 21 years (he turned 21 years old 17 months after Donald died).
So, who was working the farm after the family left for Strathalbyn in 1841? And did the executors sell it after
Donald died, or did Christina retain it for a while and then sell it before she died (women might have been legally
barred from owning property at that time).
Mr Marles purchased it, but this might have been later – the property might have been sold it to someone else in
the interim. [research: Check SAILIS for indications of when lot 50 was sold – and for what price. Also was it sold
as a subdivision or as one property?]
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•

•

•
•

The original 80 acres became known as Hilton in Donald’s time, then Galway Garden and then the suburb of
Marleston. It is bounded by what is now Richmond Road, South Road, Broughton Avenue and a projection Bruce
Avenue. Most of the land is currently suburban residences - about 300 lots. There are many commercial premises
along Richmond Rd in the north and South Rd on the eastern boundary. The other major feature is the 14 court
Peak Performance Tennis Centre - it is about 3 or 4 acres and is positioned near the centre of the original area.
Plaque: A small obelisk is located on Richmond Road in Marleston, near the intersection with South Street, on the
south-west corner, near the fence line. It was placed there in 1988 and the plaque is worded “Donald McLean grew
the first crop of wheat in SA near this spot in 1838”.
Other properties close by were purchased by members of the McLean clan (around Mile End). The family of Sinclair
McLean were at 53 Tarragon Street for several generations. And there are other McLeans living in the general area.
James Congdon Drive is close by – this commemorated the husband of Eva McLean who unveiled the plaque (above)
– she died at the age of 102 years as the oldest McLean we are aware of.

Map Andrew McLean
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What Donald did do with town acre 57 in Hindley Street ?
•
•

•
•
•

“With Donald's allotted 80 acres went a Town Acre at Hindley Street, Adelaide”.
Town acre 57 was about 3 kms from lot 50. We do not know whether Donald and his family often walked between
the two properties, but on their way, they would have gone through the emigrants camp (where Donald’s family
might have resided for a short time in early 1838) which was located at what is now Grover Ave in Narnungga Park.
How was it acquired? The land order 454 for the 80 acres, does not mention anything about a town acre. Maybe
this is on a separate document which we have not yet sighted.
When: It was possibly acquired at the same time as the 80 acres was allocated – but maybe before, or maybe after.
1842 – Kingston map: The map shows the layout and buildings of the City of Adelaide (South Adelaide) and North
Adelaide as surveyed by George Strickland Kingston and drawn by cartographer Edward Stephens. The map includes
a key to construction materials, which indicate whether the building was made of brick or stone, wood, pise
(rammed earth) or lath (wooden strips) and plaster, and whether the building had a veranda. Wells, sheds and
unfinished or ruined buildings are also shown.
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The blurred image on the left (and highlighted on the bigger map on the right) indicates that Donald’s town acre had several
structures already erected by 1842. The south-west corner did not appear to have anything but there were structures on
the other three quarters – but the image it is too blurry to work out what kind of structures these were. [research: Get hold
of a good copy of the Kingston Map so that we can identify what the structures were on town acre 57)
• Donald’s will (see below) indicated that there were two brick cottages on town acre 57 when he signed his will in
1846. If they were built before 1842, they should be identifiable in the Kingston map [research: Examine a Kinston
map which is not blurred]
• Donald’s will
 The will was signed in 1846 and he made several codicils. He died in 1855.
 Donald divided up the Hindley Street property between his ten children as follows: HUGH the YOUNGER - part of Donald‘s Town Acre in Hindley Street, numbered 57 being allotment
No. 1 of the various allotments into which the said acre had been divided, having a frontage to
Hindley Street of 32 feet and 1/3rd and a depth of 43 feet along a road of 13 feet width running on
the eastern side of the land, devised from Hindley Street to North Terrace in Adelaide.
 ALLAN - allotment No. 2 consisting of the same dimensions under the same conditions.
 ARCHIBALD – No. 3 allotment adjoining. The same conditions.
 ADAM ABERCROMBIE - "husband of my daughter Mary", to have No. 4 which was only 16 ft. width
(there were complications due to another road taking up part).
 ROBERT LESLIE - "husband of my daughter Ann", No. 5 adjoining to the north.
 MARGARET - No. 6 on the north side.
 RACHEL - allotment No. 7.
 JANE - No. 8 last on the north, and also No. 10.
 JOHN - "that portion of the acre of the width of 32 feet on which two brick cottages are now
standing” (no allotment number specified).
 HUGH the ELDER - allotment No, 11 of the same dimensions. But his share was revoked in a codicil
in 1853. His share was to be shared between the other children. (Note: In a codicil in 1853, Donald
revoked Hugh the Elder’s share which was then to be shared with the other children.)
 Allotment 9 was singled out for the executors to take possession of (as well as country section 50)
to be held in trust with all the interests accruing from all sources to be paid to Christina during her
widowhood and for the maintenance of Hugh the younger until he was 21 years.
 Presumably, the 11 allotments account for the whole of the town acre – ie there is no allotment number
12 etc.
 Apart from Donald’s will, are there any other records of this town acre having been officially subdivided.
Can we find any diagrams to support this?
 Why did Jane get twice as much as the others?
 Why was Adam Abercrombie & Mary’s share only half the size of the others?
 Mary married Adam in 1840, while the McLeans were still living in country acres lot 50. Mary was
the first of Christina’s and Donald’s children to marry.
 We know that Adam & Mary were living in Hindley St (presumably lot 57 rather than elsewhere in
this street).
 Adam was a timber merchant and he might have conducted his business from this premises, as
well as living there.
 After the McLeans moved to Strathalbyn, Donald might have stayed with Adam & Mary whenever
he visited Adelaide. He certainly had quite a lot of contact with Adam during the trial of Robert
Spearman for the highway in early 1848.
 Sadly, a month after the trial, Adam and two of their children were poisoned by carbonic acid gas
when sleeping in a closed room with a charcoal heater. This was probably in their house at lot 4.
 Donald had nominated Adam as one of his executors – so they might have had a good relationship.
However, Adam died before Donald and so could not be his executor.
 Mary moved away from Hindley Street at some stage after the family tragedy.
 Hugh the Elder missed out on his initial share (per codocil) – so how did the executors deal with this - how
could his allotment be shared amongst the others (except by selling it and distributing the cash).
 The Hindley St frontage totaled 32.3 X 10 +16 = 339 feet = 103 metres. But our diagram has it as 60 metres.
 The depth of 43 feet (13 mtrs) does not tally with 65 metres on our diagram.
 Thus, the will indicates an area of 103 X 43 = 4429 m2 against 3970 m2 in our diagram.
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•
•
•
•

What is meant by “along a road of 13 feet width running on the eastern side of the land, devised from
Hindley Street to North Terrace”? Is this Fenn Place which runs north to south rather than “on the eastern
side of the land”.
How was town acre used up to the time of Donald’s death in 1855? We know about Adam and Mary, but what
about the rest of the town acre?
Who was using the two brick cottages which John inherited?
How did the McLean family members, who inherited parts of this town acre, use this property over the years?
When did they sell their allotments?

(B.5758) view of Hindley Street, Adelaide in 1844.
Image Courtesy of the State Library of South Australia

Further research
•
•
•

•

Rate books etc
SAILIS
[research: Lorna McLean: “The facts of land/acreage date purchased, how much and sold-dated to whom. If
there is land use classification in that era it would be beneficial also. I am aware of written requests for alterations
of land purchased (possibly a limited number-I won’t know until I can see the registers. I have searched at length
through the heritage listings (all categories) so that will be an excellent base of facts to cross pollinate information
in relation to my family; myself. If there is a bibliography or any references to publications that you are aware may
be beneficial also would be appreciated. I am happy to do the matching of facts to people.”
On 6th Dec 2016 Mike Johncock, of DPTI wrote “Our online SAILIS system is designed to support enquiries relating
to land since the introduction of the Torrens title system act (1858). Information prior to 1858 is recorded within
our old system section at 300 Richmond Rd Netley and unfortunately none of those records are available online.
 Michael Johncock - 08 8226 3983 - Email mike.johncock@sa.gov.au
 DPTI Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office) in the Department of Planning, Transport and
Infrastructure
 Phone 08 82264810 and ask to speak to Wayne.
 101 Grenfell Street Adelaide South Australia 5000
 PO Box 1354 Adelaide 5001 . DX 58195 . www.dpti.sa.gov.au
..ooOOoo..
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APPENDIX

A
Map by Andrew McLean
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APPENDIX

B

South Australian Register (Adelaide), Saturday 12 June 1841, p 4
OFFICIAL RETURNS OF THE COUNTRY SECTIONS CULTIVATED OR UPON WHICH LOCATIONS HAVE BEEN FORMED,
WITHIN THE PROVINCE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA – DISTRICT A, OR ADELAIDE DISTRICT
No. of section

50

Name of place or farm

Dunskey

Name of cultivator

Donald McLean

Extent of land in wheat

14

Extent of land in barley
Extent of land in oats
Extent of land in
potatoes
Supplied with water,
and how
Extent of land enclosed
and how
Remarks relative to
crops, buildings

4
1
1
A well, forty feet deep, including six feet of water
Twenty acres – with posts, two rails, and narrow paling.
Wheat sown in March, a very fair crop, slightly smutted. Barley sown in April, a very good
crop. Oats cut green for feed. Potatos planted in April, proved a failure. Dwelling-house of
pise, stockyard &c.
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Appendix C


Gilbert Herbert (ref: Historic Environment -, Vol 4, No 1, 1984, pp 19-26) says that there were at least 70
Manning houses in early Adelaide (the ones with *** are still standing):1.
Rev CB Howard (Colonial Chaplain)
2.
Bishop of Adelaide (this might have been Rev Howard)
3.
Quaker John Barton Hack – this was completed in April 1837 (8 months before Donald arrived –
so he probably saw it and this might have helped him to decide to do the same).
4.
***Quaker Meeting House in the shadows of St Peter’s Cathedral - 40a Pennington Terrace,
North Adelaide.
5.
Robert Gouger (Colonial Secretary)
6.
TB Strangeways (Colonial Secretary – pro tem)
7.
George Kingston (Colonial Surveryor)
8.
Lieut Frome (Colonial Surveryor after Kingston)
9.
Capt Hindmarsh (Governor of SA)
10.
Capt Chesser (master of the ‘Coromandel’)
11.
Capt. Freeman (of the ‘Tam 0’Shanter’
12.
Capt. John Walker (RN)
13.
Judge Cooper (Chief Justice)
14.
Morphett brothers (men of affairs)
15.
***Henry Watson (Hack's brother-in-law) – This is now Walkley Cottage, which is now part of St
Mark’s College and is next to the Quaker Meeting House in Pennington Tce.
16.
Samuel Myles of Morphett Vale (landed gentry)
17.
Isaac Worthington of Encounter Bay (landed gentry),
18.
***Capt. Francis Davison of Mount Barker – This is now Blakiston, Mt Barker – built in 1848 - a
two-storey house with a stone base and an upper storey made from the panels of two Manning
cottages.
19.
Capt. George Frederick Dashwood of Dashwood's Gully
20.
William Fairbank – North Terrace
21.
***On a farm just south of Greenock, possibly erected there in 1845 after transfer from Adelaide.
In 1979 Gilbert Herbert & Paul Stark compiled a more complete list of Manning Houses in South Australia. In
addition to those listed above, I have come across the following:22.
Major O’Halloran - No. 30 town acre North Terrace
23.
Ringmer Rd, Burnside (per Miles Lewis).
24.
***Penfolds Walton Vineyard on Gerald Roberts Road, Seppeltsfield.
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APPENDIX D

Miles Lewis
Prefabrication in Australasia, ABPL 90019 Australian Building Analysis, Power-point, University of Melbourne

Directions for erecting my Wooden House. (Portable Panell'd made by Mr Manning of Holborn)
First look out the ground plates or cills and knock them together, take care to bring the corners together as they are marked
- next place the corner posts according to their respective marks into the bottom plates + put the nuts on screws from the
underside + screw them tightly up - next put in the middle posts those that are fastened with screws + screw them from the
underside very firmly; next knock the top plates together according as they are marked (these plates are grooved the bottom
are not) + lift them up bodily + place the same upon the top of posts already screwed in. Then screw the top plates down to
the posts but not close down at first until you get all the panelled framings + posts in all round not close down at first until
you get all the panelled framings + posts in all round which you must do by first placing in a framing then a post and the last
(when you come to close the last two) must be sprung in thus [sketch]. You must take care to place the doors and windows
in the places where you want them to be before you screw down the top plates firmly + put in the cross partitions - i.e. in a
similar way to the external enclosures. The cross plates are marked at each end which you must be particular in looking to.
Having got all properly down screw up all the nuts very firmly - next put in the Rafters + nail two or three braces across the
underside of the Rafters to keep them in their places - then nail on Board covering for the Roof - and last of all put down the
Floor Boards. The gable Enclosures are put in similarly to the panell'd framing. Note. the Bottom plates are painted Black.
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